In a magnetic field, superconductivity is manifested by total magnetic field expulsion (Meissner effect) or by the penetration of integer multiples of the flux quantum Φ0. Here we present experimental results revealing magnetic dipoles formed by Meissner current flowing around artificially introduced topological defects (lattice of antidots). By using scanning Hall probe microscopy, we have detected ordered magnetic dipole lattice generated at spatially periodic antidots in a Pb superconducting film. While the conventional homogeneous Meissner state breaks down, the total magnetic flux of the magnetic dipoles remains quantized and is equal to zero. The observed magnetic dipoles strongly depend on the intensity and direction of the locally flowing Meissner current, making the magnetic dipoles an effective way to monitor the local supercurrent. We have also investigated the first step of the vortex depinning process, where, due to the generation of magnetic dipoles, the pinned Abrikosov vortices are deformed and shifted from their original pinning sites.
In a magnetic field, superconductivity is manifested by total magnetic field expulsion (Meissner effect) or by the penetration of integer multiples of the flux quantum Φ0. Here we present experimental results revealing magnetic dipoles formed by Meissner current flowing around artificially introduced topological defects (lattice of antidots). By using scanning Hall probe microscopy, we have detected ordered magnetic dipole lattice generated at spatially periodic antidots in a Pb superconducting film. While the conventional homogeneous Meissner state breaks down, the total magnetic flux of the magnetic dipoles remains quantized and is equal to zero. The observed magnetic dipoles strongly depend on the intensity and direction of the locally flowing Meissner current, making the magnetic dipoles an effective way to monitor the local supercurrent. We have also investigated the first step of the vortex depinning process, where, due to the generation of magnetic dipoles, the pinned Abrikosov vortices are deformed and shifted from their original pinning sites.
Quantum and classical vortices play a crucial role in our understanding of the universe ranging from subatomic particles through superfluids [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , superconducting and Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , exciton-polariton condensates [11, 12] , Karman vortex streets in ocean currents [13] to cosmology [14, 15] . Depending on the system and the boundary conditions under consideration, vortices as topological defects can be classical or quantum. Contrary to a classical vortex, the angular momentum in a quantum vortex carries a quantized circulation as the phase of the wave function changes around the vortex core by discrete values 2πL (with L integer). Besides vortices, vortex-antivortex (vav) pairs (or v-av dipoles) can appear in classical gases or fluids [16, 17] and also in quantum matter [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
The quantization of the vorticity prevents vortices to form below certain rotation speed (for neutral superfluids such as helium) or below a first critical magnetic field (for superconductors). As a result, neutral superfluids stay in the zero angular momentum state for sufficiently low rotation speeds [24, 25] , and superconductors exhibit perfect diamagnetism at low magnetic fields [26, 27] . The latter phenomenon, discovered by Meissner and Ochsenfeld, is also known as the Meissner effect. In type-II superconductors the Meissner state, which holds up to a critical field µ 0 H c1 , is expected to be a uniform zero-flux state. Only when the external field is above µ 0 H c1 , a non-uniform coexistence state with superconducting and normal regions, in the form of an Abrikosov vortex (Φ 0 -vortex) lattice [28] , is established. However, superconductors below the critical field are not necessarily in the zero-flux state. One example is that, in an ultra fast cooled superconducting film, spontaneous Φ 0 -vortices with opposite polarities can nucleate even in the absence of an external field [29, 30] . Recently, the breakdown of the uniform Meissner state has also been discussed in the context of superconducting films where bound v-av dipoles are formed due to the flow of Meissner current [32] [33] [34] . However, due to the the random distribution of the spontaneously introduced pinning centers and the variation of their pinning strength, the interaction between pinning centers and the Meissner current and the v-av dipole itself is not well understood. Moreover, local control and manipulation of magnetic field in superconductors is of great importance for designing information-storage superconducting electronics.
In this Letter, we show that, in a nanostructured superconductor with a periodic array of topological defects such as prefabricated antidots, a well ordered magnetic dipole lattice can be created in the Meissner state. The magnetic flux of each pole/antipole can be well controlled by changing the supercurrent. Furthermore, we show that such a magnetic dipole lattice can be used to monitor the local current density and direction of flow. We also find that the deformation of a Φ 0 -vortex pinned by the antidot cell subjected to the Lorentz force can be understood by considering overlap between a magnetic dipole and a conventional Φ 0 -vortex.
A topographic image of the used sample surface is shown in Fig. 1a . Square antidots are introduced with a size of a = 0.8 µm and a period of d = 4 µm. Antidots in superconductors are known to act as strong pinning arXiv:1604.02341v1 [cond-mat.supr-con] 8 Apr 2016 centers at low fields [35] [36] [37] . The local magnetic field distribution is mapped by low temperature scanning Hall probe microscopy (SHPM) [38] . Our measurements revealed that up to two flux quanta can be trapped by each antidot at high enough fields. A schematic view of the SHPM experiments is shown in Fig. 1b . The Hall cross is mounted together with a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) probe tip which is used to bring the Hall sensor in close vicinity of the sample surface. An external magnetic field B 0 , smaller than the penetration field B p at which Φ 0 -vortices enter, is applied perpendicular to the sample surface. As a result, a Meissner current flowing along the sample edges is induced to screen the magnetic field. At the position of each antidot, the Meissner current lines reorient themselves to go around the antidot, thus generating a pair of magnetic poles with opposite polarity (inset of Fig. 1b ). As shown in Fig. 1c , a well ordered magnetic dipole lattice is directly visualized. All magnetic dipoles have the same orientation, suggesting that the Meissner current flows along the same direction in this particular scanned area. The magnetic dipole can be considered as two fluxoids located at a certain distance from each other. It is known that, in a superconducting condensate, the fluxoid quantization follows from the phase coherence of the macroscopic wave function along a contour encircling the vortex. However, this assumes that it is possible to find a contour that encircles the fluxoid, and that such a contour never has to go through a region of zero amplitude of the superconducting order parameter. Our current sample geometry offers a way to violate this assumption, so that the individual pole (or antipole) in the magnetic dipole no longer must be quantized (Fig. 1d) . Seemingly, this is in a conceptual contradiction with the quantum nature of the superconducting condensate. However, one should keep in mind that these non-integer magnetic poles and antipoles always appear in pairs as bound dipoles. Although the individual magnetic flux of the pole and antipole may be non-quantized the total flux in a dipole is zero and therefore remains quantized. In other words, the opposite non-quantized classical circulations of the individual poles result in a quantized circulation for the magnetic dipole. Note that, the observed peak to valley distance (∼ 1.2 µm) of magnetic dipoles is slightly larger than the antidot size. This might be due to the depletion of superconductivity in the sample (at the surface defining antidots) when transported to the SHPM, thus making the actual size of antidots bigger. Our theoretical simulations (see below) have shown that the peak and valley of the magnetic dipole signal are right at the edge of the antidot. This rules out the possibility to draw a closed contour enclosing only one pole of the dipole in the superconducting region.
The magnetic flux of each pole and antipole depends on the local intensity of the flowing Meissner current. Figure 2 shows how the magnetic dipoles develop as a function of external magnetic field in the Meissner state. The scanned area is chosen close to the sample edge which is parallel to the dotted line in Fig. 2a . In the absence of external field, no magnetic dipole is observed. After applying a magnetic field, magnetic dipoles appear at the locations of the antidots indicated by squares. A few important features of the magnetic dipoles can be mentioned. From the field profiles shown for one magnetic dipole in Fig. 2b , locally, the pole and antipole have the same absolute field intensity δB z , which follows a linear dependence with magnetic field (see supplementary Fig. S1 ). In superconductors, the magnetic field induced by fluxoid can be simulated by using the monopole model [39] [40] [41] [42] :
where B z (r) is the magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface, r is the in-plane distance from the fluxoid center, λ is the penetration depth, z 0 is the distance from the sample surface to the two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) of the Hall cross and Φ is the total flux carried by the fluxoid. We have found that, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 2b , the measured magnetic dipole field profile can be well simulated by considering two monopoles with opposite polarity which are placed at a certain distance. In Fig. 2c we plot the field dependence of the normalized magnetic flux Φ/Φ 0 from the fitting of the data for one magnetic dipole at T = 4.2 K. The Φ value increases linearly with external field until the first Φ 0 -vortex enters the sample at the penetration field B p , above which the mixed state is established. This means that the magnetic flux carried by each pole or antipole in a magnetic dipole is not quantized. This is the main difference between poles of a magnetic dipole presented here and a Φ 0 -vortex. As shown in our previous calculations, Φ 0 -vortices and antivortices can be generated when the field intensity of the magnetic dipole becomes big enough [34] . It has been reported that, close to a defect, the vortex core extends a string towards the defect edge and the circulating current will engulf the defect-vortex pair [43] . In our case, whether the magnetic pole/antipole has a core (suppressed order parameter) is rather difficult to access, since our SHPM only measures the magnetic field distribution. From this point of view, more direct vortex core studies with scanning tunnelling microscopy might help to understand deeper this phenomenon.
Another feature is that along the direction of the Meissner current, all the magnetic dipoles exhibit the same field intensity, while in the direction perpendicular to the Meissner current, it decreases with increasing distance from the edge (Fig. 2d) . This results from the distribution of the Meissner current density which decreases going away from the sample border [44] . To study in more details the phenomenon, we mapped the magnetic field distribution in the area deeper into the sample. At the edge, due to the shielding, the magnetic field is com-pressed, resulting in a pronounced peak at r = 0 in the magnetic field profile shown in Fig. 3a . Inside the superconductor, magnetic dipoles can be detected up to 58 µm from the sample edge with the field intensity decreasing continuously. The magnetic flux of each pole (antipole), determined using Eq. (1), is plotted in the inset of Fig. 3a as a function of the distance from the sample edge clearly demonstrating non-integer flux of magnetic pole/antipole forming the magnetic dipoles at antidots. Close to the edge, the magnetic pole (antipole) carries more magnetic flux due to a relatively large local supercurrent. At 4.2 K and B 0 = 6.3 G, the maximum magnetic flux carried by a pole (antipole) reaches values up to 0.8Φ 0 . However, in our measurements, no Φ 0 -vortex is generated at interstitial positions between the pinning centers.
Using the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equations (see supplementary), we performed simulations for a superconducting film with a thickness of 100 nm and with lateral sizes 20 µm × 20 µm. The pinning centers are introduced as 0.8 × 0.8 µm 2 size antidots, arranged in a square lattice (Fig. 3c) . For comparison the magnetic field distribution of a plain film is also calculated and shown in Fig. 3b . The TDGL simulations, corresponding to zero-field cooling followed by an increase of the applied magnetic field, reveal a well ordered magnetic dipole array. The orientation of the magnetic dipoles varies accordingly with changing the Meissner current direction, in agreement with the experimental observations (see supplementary Fig. S2 ). Our calculations further reveal that the magnetic field intensity of the magnetic dipoles decreases rapidly with the distance z 0 from the sample surface (supplementary Fig. S3 ). The calculated data shown in Figs. 3b and 3c correspond to z 0 = 0.3 µm, comparable to our experimental situation. Above z 0 = 1 µm, the magnetic dipoles become weak and are barely detectable.
In superconductors, vortices experience a Lorentz force F L = J × B exerted by the current. Once the Lorentz force overcomes the attractive force between pinning centers and vortices, vortices are unpinned and the superconductor becomes resistive due to the vortex motion. However, the depinning process itself has rarely been studied experimentally, especially within a single vortex resolution. Using SHPM, we have analyzed the effect of supercurrent on the pinned Φ 0 -vortex lattice. Figure 4a shows the Φ 0 -vortex lattice observed after cooling at half matching field. Exactly half of the antidots are occupied by the Φ 0 -vortices with the field profile being well simulated by the monopole model.
With increasing external field, a shielding current is induced that prevents penetration of new vortices into the sample. As a result, magnetic dipoles which can clearly be seen at the unoccupied antidots in Fig. 4b are generated, leading to the coexistence of a Φ 0 -vortex lattice and a magnetic dipole lattice. Furthermore, we observe that the pinned Φ 0 -vortices are moved away from their original positions at the antidots and that their intensity is dramatically enhanced, especially close to the sample edge. By subtracting the field distribution of Fig. 4a from that in Fig. 4b , a well ordered magnetic dipole lattice is observed as shown in Fig. 4c . Note that the spacing of the dipoles in Fig. 4c is exactly two times smaller that the distance between the dipoles visible in Fig. 4b . Invisible dipoles in Fig. 4b are merged with the fields of Φ 0 -vortex lattice. This suggests that the deformation of pinned Φ 0 -vortices in a superconductor mainly arises from the locally generated magnetic dipoles at the pinning centers. The evolution of the Φ 0 -vortex deformation is shown in detail in Fig. 4d . Clearly, as expected, the Φ 0 -vortex becomes elongated along the flow direction of the current as the external field increases. Our results provide direct visualization of the first step of the vortex depinning process. This provides a new perspective way to design effective pinning centers, where along the direction of flowing current, magnetic dipoles should be minimized (see supplementary Fig. s4) .
We have presented direct experimental evidence of magnetic dipoles generated at artificial pinning centers in the Meissner state of a superconducting film. We show that these magnetic dipoles form well ordered lattices, in which the bound magnetic flux of each pole (antipole) can be tuned by changing the flowing current. Each magnetic pole or antipole is not quantized. Note, however, that the total magnetic flux of each dipole consisting of bound pole-antipole remains integer (zero), which is in full agreement with the quantum nature of superconductivity. The possibility to obtain magnetic dipoles, where the constituent magnetic poles themselves are not quantized, is also important for the study of quantum turbulence [45] , in particular, in ultracold quantum gases, which have great potential as quantum simulators [46, 47] . Moreover, such magnetic dipoles have been shown to cause Φ 0 -vortex deformation. Further studies, for instance, an analysis of the order parameter distribution in the presence of magnetic dipoles by using scanning tunneling microscopy, would help to reveal new facets of this phenomenon.
We 
